Abstract
In Part I, we addressed the study of cognitive processes that underlie auditory perception of music, and their neural correlates. The aim of the present paper is to summarize empirical findings from music cognition research that are relevant to three prominent music theoretic domains: rhythm, melody, and tonality. Attention is paid to how cognitive processes like category formation, stimulus grouping, and expectation can account for the music theoretic key concepts in these domains, such as beat, meter, voice, consonance. We give an overview of computational models that have been proposed in the literature for a variety of music processing tasks related to rhythm, melody, and tonality. Although the present state-of-the-art in computational modeling of music cognition definitely provides valuable resources for testing specific hypotheses and theories, we observe the need for models that integrate the various aspects of music perception and cognition into a single framework. Such models should be able to account for aspects that until now have only rarely been addressed in computational models of music cognition, like the active nature of perception and the development of cognitive capacities from infancy to adulthood.
Introduction
Music as a socio-cultural phenomenon covers a very wide variety of human activities. Even with narrower interpretations, music is inhomogeneous, as forms of musical expression change constantly, both with time and with geographic location. Music theoretic notions are bound to be incomplete, or relevant to only a fraction of what could be validly called music. For example a commonly heard critique of musicology is that its central terminology has its origins in a very specific subset of music (namely 19th century Western European music), thereby neglecting large areas of music (for example popular music) that can not be adequately described with this terminology, or discarding it as degenerate [Middleton, 1990] .
A related problem is the tension between music theorists and cognitive psychologists with respect to the way insights are gathered about musical notions and corresponding cognitive notions. One problem is for example that the notion of music perception that many music theorists seem to have, as being a largely conscious, voluntary process, is not at a par with the notion of perception as unconscious, and reflexive, which is current in cognitive psychology [Cross, 1998 ]. Furthermore, there are disparate views on methodological issues between music theory on the one hand and cognitive psychology on the other. Whereas music theorists have criticized studies of music by cognitive psychologists as focused on too low level, perceptual processes, using non-realistic stimuli [Honing, 2006] , cognitive psychologists have discarded cognitive claims by music theorists as unwarranted by significant evidence, and too much lead by apriori conceptualization [Gjerdingen, 1999] .
Even if such a tension exists, many studies in the last few decades have attempted to bridge the gap between traditional musicology and cognitive psychology. This has lead to the emergence of a number of branches like empirical, systematic, computational, and cognitive musicology. A common factor of these branches is that they move away from the classic notion of music as an art-form to be interpreted historically or aesthetically, towards music as a phenomenon that is to be primarily studied by measurement and modeling, as in any empirical science. This could lead to a proper grounding of music theoretic concepts in music cognition, and particularly music perception-as promoted by for example Cross [1998] and Gjerdingen [1999] .
In Part I, we addressed the study of cognitive processes that underlie auditory perception of music, and their neural correlates. The aim of the present paper is to summarize empirical findings from music cognition research that are relevant to three prominent music theoretic domains: rhythm, melody, and tonality. Attention is paid to how cognitive processes like category formation, stimulus grouping, and expectation can account for the music theoretic key concepts in these domains, such as beat, meter, voice, consonance. Issues that will be addressed are, for example, the relation between physical and perceived duration, the mental representations involved in the perception of melody, and the physiological basis for the perception of consonance.
Special attention is devoted to computational models of music perception 2 . Desain et al. [1998] point out that rather than being the definitive result of a theory of music cognition, computational models should be regarded as a starting point for comparing different hypotheses, or theories. Even if at present there are no models that integrate the various aspects of music perception and cognition into a single framework, models do exist for specific aspects of rhythm, melody, and tonality perception. In rhythm perception, a wide variety of computational models exist for pulse finding [Povel and Essens, 1985; Desain and Honing, 1999; Scheirer, 1998 ]. In melody, expectation has received much attention [Cuddy and Lunney, 1995; Schellenberg, 1997; Huron, 2006; Pearce and Wiggins, 2006; Temperley, 2007] . In tonality, the empirical findings on probe tone ratings described by Krumhansl and Kessler [1982] have lead to several computational models, like those of Huron and Parncutt [1993] , and Leman [2000] .
Rhythm
Rhythm is a musical concept with a particularly wide range of meanings, and as such it is essential to delimit the scope of what we will be talking about when discussing rhythm. An all-encompassing description of rhythm would be that it is about the perception of the temporal organization of sound. As far as we consider musical sound, rhythm in this sense is tightly connected with the concept of meter, which refers to the periodic structure in music. Several studies have even questioned the separation between the processes of meter and rhythm perception altogether [Hasty, 1997; Rothstein, 1981; Drake, 1998; Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983] .
Although rhythm is ambiguous and could, as in the bottom-line definition given above, also include meter, a common use of the words rhythm and meter is expressed in a paraphrase of London [2006] : " [M] eter is how you count time, and rhythm is what you count-or what you play while you are counting". When we hear a sequence of events that can be located in time, periodicities in the timing of these events will cause in us the awareness of a beat, or pulse. By this, we mean a fixed and repeating time interval with a particular offset in time, that can be thought of as a temporal grid, forming a context in which the perceived events take place. The perception of events often makes some beats feel stronger, or more accented, than others, giving rise to a hierarchical grid of beats.
3 Demany et al. [1977] ; Parncutt [1994] sustain the existence of a preferred tempo spectrum ranging from 60 to 120 beats per minute anchored approximately at 100 beats per minute. London [2002] provides a detailed review of cognitive constraints on beat perception.
As a context for the perception of musical events, meter serves to categorize events in terms of temporal position and accent, and inter-onset intervals (IOI) of events in terms of duration. A common interpretation of rhythm is the grouping of sequences of such categorized events, where groups often contain one accented event and one or more unaccented events [Cooper and Meyer, 1960] . This accounts for the influence of meter on the perception of rhythm. The perception of actual musical events on the other hand also affects the perception of meter. Firstly, in actual performances phenomenal cues like the loudness and duration of events are used to accent particular metrical positions, thereby suggesting a specific meter [Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983; Palmer, 1989] . In addition to this, the frequency distribution of musical events over metrical locations is mainly correlated with meter, rather than, for example, musical style or period [Palmer and Krumhansl, 1990] . This indicates that frequency distribution of events in a piece could be a perceptual clue to determining meter. Palmer and Krumhansl [1990] also show that listeners appear to have abstract knowledge of the accent structure of different kinds of meters, which become more fine-grained as a result of musical training. They suggest that the accent structures of different meters are learned by virtue of their ubiquity in Western tonal music.
A first step towards the understanding of rhythm perception is the study of perceived event durations. Differentiation of event durations happens in an early stage of auditory processing. Several factors are known to affect the perceived durations, leading to a difference between the physical duration and the perceived duration of an event. These include the phenomenon of auditory streaming, intensity/pitch difference between evenly spaced notes, and metric context. Likewise, perceived inter-onset intervals are influenced by event durations, and the different durations of successive events in their turn can affect the intensity and/or loudness perception of these [Terhardt, 1998 ].
Listening to two successive audio events gives rise to other cognitive processes than listening to each event separately. The judgment of successive events can be divided into two steps. The first step follows a modified version of Weber's law, in which the just-noticeable difference between two successive durations is proportional to their absolute length plus a constant of minimal discrimination [Allan, 1979] . The second step consists in comparing the two durations. If they are similar, the second duration is related to the first one. If the two durations are considered very different they will both be related to previously established perceptual categories of durations [Clarke, 1989] .
The notion of a rhythmic group arises when a listener is exposed to a succession of two or more musical durations that he perceives as coherent. We can divide the process of rhythmic group perception into two interdependent steps. First the group boundaries are identified by judging the proximity and similarity of the stimuli [Meyer, 1956; Handel, 1989; Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983; Bregman, 1990] . Proximity in this context is the distance between the onsets, while the similarity refers to the distance between musical features like pitch, or timbre. The second step consists in recognizing and creating a representation for the internal structure of the group. Desain and Honing [2003] present two experiments to analyze the formation of perceived discrete rhythmic categories and their boundaries. In the first experiment they study the phenomenon of rhythm categorization, which consists in the mapping from the performance space -the set of possible performed IOI durations-to a symbolic space of rhythm representation -the set of duration categories, or nominal durations. Such a mapping expresses how much the IOI's of a performed rhythmic pattern can deviate from the nominal IOI durations that define the pattern, before it is being perceived as a different rhythmic pattern. The deviation from the nominal IOI durations is called expressive timing. Listeners tend to simplify durational relations assigned to an expressively timed pattern of onsets. Here, high consistency in the listener's judgment is predominant if the durational ratios are simple. In the second experiment, Desain and Honing study how the metrical context affects the formation of rhythmic categories. As a context, an acoustic pattern is provided by tapping a triple, duple, and simply a bar structure. Then the stimulus is played. Given triple and duple meter contexts, the stimulus is identified as having the meter of the context stimulus. If only bars are sonified, the stimulus is as well identified as duple meter in the majority of the cases.
Dalla Bella and Peretz [2005] suggest that musical style differentiation (partly) relies on basic processes in auditory perception like rhythm perception. In this study, subjects are able to some extent to perform style differentiation and historical ordering of classical music excerpts, even when they lack familiarity with classical music.
Phillips-Silver and Trainor [2005] address the relation between body movement and rhythm perception. They show that duple/triple meter categorization in infants can be biased by the motor and proprioreceptive and vestibular (i.e. perception of body position and balance) systems.
Rhythm Models
Most of rhythm perception models address specific aspects of rhythm perception, and no comprehensive model exists. The choice of aspects to be modeled is often motivated by the available experiments, in order to allow a better understanding of the processes observed in those experiments. The processes modeled in rhythm perception are pulse finding, grouping, and internal representation. 
Pulse Finding
A relatively well studied phenomenon is that of pulse finding. Accordingly, a variety of pulse finding models have been proposed. The first type of model that appeared is based on symbolic data and applies rule-based algorithms. In such models a hypothesis of the pulse is proposed based on the pattern of the first few audio events. The hypothetical pulse will be shifted or scaled seeking to fit the upcoming temporal pattern [Steedman, 1977; Longuet-Higgins, 1987; Desain and Honing, 1999] . Povel and Essens [1985] introduce the concept of inner clocks. Inner clocks are constructed by temporal patterns and accents to provide forward chronological prediction, or internal expectancy. The period and phase of these expectancies can be adapted to correct for temporal variability. These models take quantized onset timings as input. Therefore they cannot cope with expressive pulse variation or beat irregularities that are present in real situations. In addition they do not account for the influence of audio features such as pitch, loudness, or timbre. Also the model cannot operate online. The idea of inner clocks is taken further in other works by Desain [1992] ; Parncutt [1994] ; Large and Kolen [1994] .
In oscillator models, a signal processing point of view is adopted which take as input raw audio signals. An example of this is Scheirer's model [Scheirer, 1998 ]. In this model, the raw audio signal is separated in different sub-bands, the energy envelope of each output is then correlated with a bank of comb resonators covering the tempo space. These delay lines are phase locked to the input signals. The activation and state of the resonators allows the extraction of period and phase. This can be seen as a translation of the inner clocks model to continuous time space. As such, the problems of symbolism and noise robustness are avoided. Another branch of signal processing approaches is constituted by the models that make use of the autocorrelation, the related Discrete Fourier Transform, or its generalization, the Wavelet Transform [Smith, 1996] , and similarity matrices [Foote and Uchihashi, 2001] .
Another framework that is being used for finding models are neural networks. An example of this is the Graphical Model by Lang and de Freitas [2004] , which is based on Cemgil and Kappen [2003] and adapted to the continuous time domain and audio input. It also tries to address certain limitations implied by assumptions made in similar models such as the one by Goto [2001] . Lang and De Freitas approach pulse tracking by inference methods, exploiting the hypothesis of pulse periodicity and tempo continuity over time. They consider the pulse period and phase as underlying hidden states for each given frame of time. The observable variables are features extracted from the audio signal. The connection between the hidden state and the observable variable is done by considering that for a certain pulse period and phase we would have more musical events in timings that are coarser subdivisions of the beats.
The primal sketch pulse finding model by Todd [1994 Todd [ , 1999 is guided by neurophysiological experiments and related work in the visual domain, and is intended to be biologically plausible. It models the processing chain of the auditory cortex, and includes the gammatone basilar membrane model and the inner hair-cell (IHC) transduction model of Meddis and Hewitt [1991] . The summed output of the IHCs constitutes a spike train which is passed through a leaky integrator to model the time resolution of the auditory cortex. Subsequently, it is passed through a filter bank of Gaussian filters of different time scales in order to cover the space of perceived tempos. This is analogous to the notion of primal sketch in visual perception presented by Marr [1982] . The output of the filter bank is used to extract information about onset times and prominence. It gives rise to a rhythmogram which can be interpreted in the sense of the hierarchical grouping model by Lerdahl and Jackendoff [1983] .
In robotics, Brooks [1991] uses the notion of embodiment to characterize agents that are endowed with an active perceptual process that senses e.g. gravity. Based on perceptual information from the environment, these agents react directly. Eck et al. [2000] build a pulse finding model as the interaction between perception, implemented as a network of oscillators, and a body model, simulated by a mass-spring system. Todd et al. [2002] emphasize the importance of the body for rhythm perception. Honing [2005] proposes to combine a rhythmic categorization model with a kinematic model in order to account for global tempo, note density, and rhythmic structure. 
Rhythmic Grouping and Categorization
Compared to pulse finding, rhythmic grouping and categorization have been experimentally explored to a lesser extent, and consequently less models exist for these phenomena. Lerdahl and Jackendoff [1983] suggest a hierarchical grouping model. Experiments [Deliège, 1987] support the predictions made by Lerdahl and Jackendoff [1983] and partially support the relative strength of the grouping rules. Longuet-Higgins and Lee [1982] build a model that creates expectations based on previous onsets. If the expectations are fulfilled, expectations are created on a higher structural level, yielding a hierarchy up to a time span of 5 s. In Parncutt [1994] , a metrical hierarchy is generated by superimposing the three or four most salient and mutually consonant pulse trains. Smith [2000] presents a method for rhythmic analysis from a signal-processing paradigm. By applying the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) to rhythmic signals containing information about onsets of musical events, he obtains a multi-resolution time-frequency representation of the music. Although in the musical domain such time-frequency representations are typically used for pitch analysis of sound, at longer time scales they convey rhythmic information rather than pitch information. The amplitude and phase of different frequencies of the rhythmic signal reveals rhythmic phenomena such as meter change, agogic accent, ritardando and acceleration. Desain and Honing [1991] present an algorithm for rhythmic categorization. They create a numerical model that only considers consecutive durations. The algorithm is designed in a way that the internal representation of the relations between two successive durations converge towards simple integer ratios.
Melody
Most music largely consists of successions of recognizable pitches. From a music theoretic point of view, such successions of pitches are usually structured into voices. A voice is a temporal succession of pitches that are perceived as belonging together, forming a larger whole. Typical voice-structures are monophony, where the music consists of a single voice, polyphony, consisting of several simultaneous voices, and homophony, where a single voice is accompanied by a succession of simultaneous pitches, forming chords, or harmonies. The most salient voice in a piece of music is usually called the melody of the piece.
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From a cognitive perspective, melody perception concerns primarily perceptual grouping. This grouping depends on relations of proximity, similarity, and continuity between perceived events (cf. Part I). As a consequence, what we are able to perceive as a melody is determined by the nature and limitations of perception and memory. Melody perception presumes various types of grouping. One type of grouping divides simultaneous or intertwined sequences of pitches into streams. The division into streams is such that streams are internally coherent in terms of pitch range and the rate of events. A second type of grouping concerns the temporal structure of pitch sequences. A subsequence of pitches may form a melodic grouping [Snyder, 2000] , if preceding and succeeding pitches are remote in terms of pitch register, or time, or if the subsequence of pitches is repeated elsewhere. Such groupings in time may occur at several time scales. At a relatively short time scale the groupings correspond to instances of the music theoretic concepts of motifs, or figures. At a slightly longer time scale, they may correspond to phrases. According to Snyder [2000] the phrase, which is typically four or eight bars long, is the largest unit of melodic grouping we are capable of directly perceiving, due to the limits of short term memory. Rather than being fully arbitrary, (parts of) melodies are often instantiations of melodic schemata, frequently recurring patterns of pitch contours. The most common melodic schemata are axial forms, arch forms, and gap-fill forms. Axial forms fluctuate around a central pitch, the 'axis'; Arch forms move away from and back to a particular pitch; And gap-fill forms start with a large pitch interval (the 'gap') and continue with a series of smaller intervals in the other registral direction, to fill the gap [Snyder, 2000] . The pitch contours of these schemata are illustrated in Figure 1 .
The existence of melodic schemata highlights the importance of expectancy in melody perception. Expectancy refers to the anticipation of an event based on the probability of occurrence [Chaplin, 1985] . In recent music cognition research, the role of expectancy has gained increased attention (see for example Huron [2006] ), and along with it a probability theoretic perspective on musical memory, expectancy, and the characteristics of musical stimuli [Pearce and Wiggins, 2006; Temperley, 2007 ]. An empirical study on melodic expectancy is reported by Schellenberg et al. [2002] , in which they evaluate variants of a model of melodic expectancy, the Implication-Realization model (see Section 3.1). A notable finding is that there is an effect of age on the model variant that best explains the subject's responses. This may provide insights in the evolution of the representation of melody in humans from childhood to maturity (see also subsection 3.1.1). Dowling [1982] suggests that several parallel representations of melody occur in the brain at the same time. For example, as a collection of isolated pitches, as a collection of intervals with clear relationship between them, or as a contour. The salience of a particular representation may depend on characteristics of the melody (e.g. tonal or atonal), the age of the listener, and the amount of musical training of the listener. Experiments that measure the impact of brain maturity suggest that at early age, melody is represented only in a rough form, such as overall contour, and that cognitive maturation comes with increasingly subtle internal representations of melodic form [Dowling, 1982; Schellenberg et al., 2002] . The effect of music education in childhood seems to be an acceleration of this cognitive development in the domain of music specific capabilities. Especially the awareness of tonal centers is enhanced by musical training [Dowling, 1982] .
Among the innate abilities related to melody perception we could mention a pitch encoding mechanism based on distances between pitches [McDermott and Hauser, 2005] , the distinction between different melodic contours, same-different distinctions in sequences of notes and sounds [Trehub, 2001] , and the discrimination between different "emotional" contents that can be encoded not by the pitches themselves but by their temporal patterning and their rhythmic aspects [Papousek and Papousek, 1991] .
Melody Models
The purpose of melody models is to describe the perception of melody by the listener. As with models of rhythm perception, most proposed models only reflect a specific aspect of melody perception. Depending on the focus of the work, they model for example expectancies about the continuation of melodies, formation of melodic categories, or the influence of exposure to music on the recognition of melodies.
Melodic Expectancy
The most well-known model for melodic expectancy is the ImplicationRealization (I-R) model [Narmour, 1990 [Narmour, , 1992 . It describes patterns of expectancies with respect to the continuation of melody. More specifically, it expresses both the continuation implied given a particular melodic interval, and the extent to which this (expected) continuation is actually realized by the following interval. According to the I-R model, the sources of the listener's expectancies about the continuation of a melody are two-fold: innate and learned. Innate expectancies arise from the architectural and functional constraints of the bottom-up auditory pathway, which act as the biological grounding of grouping principles of organization of the auditory scene. On the other hand, learned expectancies arise as a consequence of the listener's existing musical knowledge (most of it being of a statistical nature) due to long term exposure to music, which biases the estimations made on the possible continuations of a melody. The learned expectancies form a top-down influence that may interfere with or override innate expectancies.
Some of the principles governing innate expectancy concern relations between pitch intervals and their registral directions (whether the intervals go up or down). Based on these principles, melodic archetypes, or structures can be identified that either satisfy or violate the implication as predicted by the principles. Eight basic structures are shown in Figure 2 (left). The two principles that define the eight structures are firstly the principle of registral direction (PRD), and secondly the principle of intervallic difference (PID). PRD states that small pitch intervals imply an interval in the same registral direction, and large intervals imply a change in registral direction. PID states that a small interval implies a similarly-sized interval, and a large intervals implies a smaller interval. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each structure with respect to the principles. An additional principle concerns closure, the inhibition of expectancies by one or more factors like rhythmic events, meter, or harmony. Closure instills the termination of one structure, and the beginning of another. Lack of closure causes structures to share one or even two pitches, depending on the degree of closure. An example I-R analysis is shown below the score of a musical fragment in Figure 2 (right).
PRD, PID, and related principles have been shown to be statistically significant in various empirical studies [Cuddy and Lunney, 1995; Schellenberg, 1996] . Notably, a simpler version of the model [Schellenberg, 1997] , including only two principles derived from the original principles, has been shown to have superior explanatory power [Schellenberg et al., 2002] . The first and most significant principle, pitch proximity (PPP), states that small pitch intervals are more expected than large pitch intervals. The second principle, pitch reversal (PPR), predicts expectancy of change of registral direction after a large pitch interval. Tests with adults, and children of different age, reveal that PPP holds from early age; it accurately predicts expectancies of children of about five years old and its accuracy increases with age. PPR on the other hand only develops relatively late (after age 11). This is explained by the fact that PPR is a second order principle (involving pitch intervals, not just the last pitch), which presumably takes more time to learn. The emergence of PPR expectancies may be due to increased perceptual differentiation, increased memory capacity, or due to exposure. However, it is difficult to determine which of these factors is actually responsible for the effect, since cognitive development is largely co-extensive with exposure to music that dominantly satisfies the PPR principle.
Internal Representation
Several works use a self-organizing architecture to model the emergence of mental concepts during learning and exposure to particular stimuli.
7 For instance, Page [1999] applies ART-2 [Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987] networks to the perception of musical sequences, and adopts an extension of ART-2 called SONNET [Nigrin, 1990] . Piat [2000] presents a model based on a simple ART network that can categorize a melody containing distractors. In these studies, the trained networks provide a parsimonious account of empirical findings about perceived tones, chords, or key relationships, based on mere exposure to symbolic musical material. Marxer et al. [2007] use COBWEB/3 [McKusick and Langley, 1991] to model the gradual emergence of motivic categories during exposure to Bach's Inventio no IV. The partition is then evaluated and compared to the results of musicology studies [Lartillot and Toivianen, 2007] .
Tonality
In Western music of the major-minor tonality period, roughly from Bach's birth (1685) to Wagner's Tristan (1857), the tonality of a piece of music is defined by the kinship of tone centers (local keys during a short time frame). A tone center can be characterized by a couple of features: 1) the collection of employed pitch classes defined by the scale, 2) the key note (the first note in the scale, often the most frequent note that may also be used as the beginning and final note), and 3) what chords are used how. The tone centers are interrelated via kinships that may be labeled as dominant, relative, and parallel. The tonic and dominant scale differ only by one tone (introduced by an additional accidental, a or a ), but start with key notes one fifth apart. Major and parallel minor scale start with the same key note but differ especially in having a major or minor third (counting from the key note). Major and relative minor scale, e.g. C-major and aeolic a-minor, use the same set of tones but start a small third apart.
Tonality has been extensively studied by musicologists and composers [Heinichen, 1728; Rameau, 1722; Riemann, 1877] . Of primary importance is the influence (especially in the Anglo-Saxon research community) of Schenker [1935] , whose theory of harmony is ultimately absorbed into a thorough account of tonal structure. Since the mid-20th century theoretical approaches to tonality have developed in several directions [Krumhansl and Shepard, 1979; de la Motte, 1980; Werts, 1983; Noll, 1995] .
There has been little work on tonality in psychoacoustics, as opposed to musicology, probably because of the many assumptions that have to be established. A special aspect is the relation between harmony and consonance (which is covered in-depth elsewhere, e.g. in Palisca and Moore [2008] ). According to Helmholtz [1863] , the degree of consonance of a pitch interval between two tones is based on the amount of coincidence between the partials of the two tones. Helmholtz argues for grounding consonance in physiology. Studies from Tramo et al. [2001] indicate that "there is a high correlation between tonal dissonance of musical intervals and the total number of auditory nerve fibers that show beating patterns." These results may explain that "at least one aspect of consonance/dissonance is determined at the most peripheral level of the central auditory system" [Tramo et al., 2001] . However, the question remains whether the distinction of intervals into consonant and dissonant relations reflects a physiologically grounded constraint (as argued in Krumhansl [2000] ) or if it is acquired through experience. A physiology-based approach to harmony is challenged by the treatment of the fourth, a simple 3:4 relation of frequencies, as a dissonance during important periods of Western music history. The consideration of the fourth as a dissonance is attributed to voice leading by Mazzola [1990] .
Probe tone ratings [Krumhansl and Shepard, 1979 ] provide a quantitative description of key that creates the possibility of relating statistical or computational analysis of music (as a recording or a score) to cognitive psychology. Probe tone experiments consist of two stages: establishing a tonal context, and rating how well a new tone (the probe tone) fits with that context. The 12-dimensional vector containing the averaged answers for each probe tone is called the probe tone rating. There are two types of rating vectors, one for major and another one for minor mode. According to an observation reported in Krumhansl [1990] (p. 66-76) , each component in the probe tone vector is related to the frequency and the overall duration of occurrence of the corresponding pitch class at metrically prominent positions of a piece written in a given key. Purwins et al. [2000] developed a method (Constant-Q profiles) to accumulate pitch classes from an audio excerpt. As underlying DSP method serves the constant Q transform [Brown, 1991; Brown and Puckette, 1992 ] that is applied frame-wise and results in a frequency representation with equal resolution in the logarithmic frequency domain. To concentrate the so found information in a 12-dimensional vector (CQ-profile) all the values that belong to one pitch class are summed up across all octaves of the constant Q transform. The CQ-profiles can be added across all frames of a piece resulting in a vector that contains information about the tonal content of that piece since it is closely related to Krumhansl's probe tone ratings. We have to consider that the CQ-profile not only extracts the fundamental frequency of a tone but all its harmonics. For piano tones, the strongest frequency contribution falls (modulo octave) on the fundamental and its fifth in an approximate average ratio 3:1. Hence CQ-profiles should not be compared with the probe tone ratings, but with adapted ratings in which the harmonic spectrum of the analyzed tones is accounted for. Such a spectrally weighted rating is calculated by adding to the rating value for each tone one third of the rating value for the tone one fifth above (modulo octave). Figure 3 shows the highly consistent correlation of the average CQ-profiles of sampled piano cadences with the spectrally weighted probe tone ratings (cf. Figure 3 , Purwins et al. [2000] ).
Probe tone ratings derived from listeners with strong musical background differ significantly from a group with very little education (Krumhansl [1990], p. 22-24) , even if there is no general agreement in experimental studies on how to differentiate exactly between experienced and inexperienced subject's ratings of tonality [Vos, 2000] . Subjects with strong musical background give high ratings to the major or minor scale notes, especially the fifth. It is possible that subjects with strong musical background partly recognize intervals, apply their musical knowledge, and judge the probe based on their explicit knowledge of the prominence of the scale tone [Purwins et al., 2000] . On the other hand, the ratings of these notes given by naive listeners are inversely related to the distance of the note to the first note in the scale measured in half tone steps modulo octave. However, another study [Bigand, 2003] emphasizes how naive listeners assimilate chord structures and tonal knowledge by "passive exposure" to samples of Western music [Bigand, 2003] . This effect has been even observed in five year old children [Koelsch et al., 2003] . In spite of differences in tonality judgments between groups of listeners, the probe tone rating method seems to be a general concept for the description of tonal structures, applicable to non-Western music as well [Castellano et al., 1984] .
Tonality Models
Leman [1995] implements the perception of inter-key relations as a chain of auditory images 8 and interaction with a self-organization or visualization schema. Following the hair cell auditory image, Leman uses the autocorrelation and tone context image, and the semantic image. A semantic image assumes characteristic groups of neurons that respond most strongly to particular keys (Leman [1995], p. 18-19) . Cognitive models have also been built based on ART (Piat [2000] , Section 3.1.2), and on Constant-Q profiles (cf. Section 4) in conjunction with Correspondence Analysis or alternatively Isomap [Purwins et al., 2004; Purwins, 2005] . However, all of these models lack biological plausibility [Purwins, 2005] .
In Figure 4 , Correspondence Analysis visualizes co-occurrence data. Pitch classes are described by a vector that contains the frequencies of how often pitch classes occur in one of the 24 major/minor keys (pieces), e.g. in the fugues of Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier, Part I (Figure 4 ). Correspondence Analysis aims at embedding the pitches in a lower-dimensional space such that the spatial relations in that space display the similarity of the features P, expressed as frequencies of occurrence in the 24 keys K. Correspondence Analysis preserves the χ 2 distance (a generalization of the Euclidean distance) between data points. As a generalization of Principal Component Analysis, Correspondence Analysis decomposes the data matrix into two sets of factors. The vector of key frequencies can be rotated yielding a new co-ordinate system, given by a set of factors. Each factor is associated with a singular value, quantifying the amount of variance explained by that factor. In Figure 4 , Correspondence Analysis can be considered as a rough metaphor of how high-dimensional data can be represented on a two-dimensional layer of the cortex, preserving a high amount of relevant information. We see how the circle of fifth, a key concept of Western music, has emerged [Purwins et al., 2004] .
There are some studies on probe tone ratings that investigate the influence of sensory and short-term memory on key perception. Huron and Parncutt [1993] show that an echoic memory model, based on Terhardt [1979] 's pitch model, explains some of the data reported in Krumhansl and Kessler's study. Following this idea, Leman [2000] describes an auditory model including a short-term memory model that gives an explanation to Krumhansl and Kessler [1982] 's data. Also the neural network model by Bharucha [1999] takes into account short-term memory. According to Deutsch [1999] , the extent to which probe tone ratings are driven by short-term memory, long-term memory, or yet other factors remains unresolved.
Learning Sequential Structure
Several error-driven recurrent neural network approaches exist to model the learning of melodies and more abstract musical tasks such as learning the structure of major and minor scales. Mozer [1994] presents a system called CONCERT that is able to solve a variety of musical tasks. Analogously to the work of Elman [1990] , where neural networks discover structure in English language material, the system can produce internal representations of chords. Eck and Schmidhuber [2002] and Franklin and Locke [2005] follow a similar approach. Serrà [2007] has developed a tonal descriptor system that can recognize cover versions of an original musical piece.
Conclusion
In this review we have presented empirical findings and computational models in the field of music cognition, and in particular the domains of rhythm, melody, and tonality. A few concluding remarks can be made.
Firstly, various cognitive processes in different domains can be seen as forms of self organization and dimensionality reduction. Examples of the former are most notably the perception of inter-key relations [Leman, 1995] , and the emergence of motivic categories [Marxer et al., 2007] . The latter is exemplified in processes like the quantization of rhythmic durations to simple integer ratios [Desain and Honing, 1991] , and the existence of melodic schemata [Snyder, 2000] .
Secondly, expectation plays an important role in various aspects of music cognition for example in pulse finding, key finding, and in melody perception. An appealing computational framework for this is probabilistic (Bayesian) reasoning [Temperley, 2007; Pearce and Wiggins, 2006] , but other methods have also been applied to model expectation [Longuet-Higgins and Lee, 1982; Povel and Essens, 1985; Narmour, 1990] .
Furthermore, in melody perception and memory some studies have addressed the question of how internal representations of melody (and related concepts) evolve with age from infancy to adulthood [Dowling, 1982; Schellenberg et al., 2002; Salselas, 2007] . In general however, the evolution of cognitive music processing capacities in human development has rarely been studied. A related issue is the effect of musical training on music processing capacities. Although some studies detect an effect of musical training, for example in meter perception [Palmer and Krumhansl, 1990] , and in the awareness of tonal centers [Dowling, 1982; Krumhansl, 1990] , Vos [2000] reports that there is no general agreement on the effect of musical training on the perception of tonality induction.
Another general conclusion that can be drawn from the literature reviewed in this paper is that general computational frameworks for music processing hardly exist. The current state of the art is rather that many partial models exist for isolated tasks, that have been evaluated with isolated empirical data. On the one hand this is hardly surprising, given the complexity and broadness of music cognition as a research field, and given its recent emergence. On the other hand, this is not a very satisfying situation, as it does not foster the creation of encompassing theories. Such theories are desirable, since many phenomena in music cognition (and indeed in cognition as a whole) cannot be fully explained when observed in isolation, without the context in which they appear. Instead, we contend that a holistic approach will provide more insight into music cognition in all its aspects. Such an approach starts from the recognition of the inherent embodiment of cognition: rather than being a static feature, cognitive behavior is the result of a developmental process of continuous interaction of an agent with its environment. In this view, perception is not a passive act of acquiring information, but an active process that is an essential element of cognition. Theories that are based on such premises are likely to take advantage of the general advances in fields like computational neuroscience and cognitive psychology.
Adequate models of music cognition are not just of intrinsic value. They will also pave the way for understanding and solving applied problems such as: What are the significant similarities between musical excerpts? (music information retrieval) How do musical intelligence and competence develop? (music education) How can we predict the emotional and cognitive reaction of a listener? (emotion engineering) Furthermore, models of musical categories can lead to the design of adaptive interfaces for music making. Expectation can be exploited for intelligent machine composition and improvisation explicitly controlling points of surprise. Context-driven expectation may improve accuracy of low level descriptors compensating noise or uncertainty. Finally, the consideration of developmental issues can encourage the design of user-adaptive applications. Table 1 Characterization of eight basic I/R structures. PID and PRD denote the principles of intervallic difference and registral direction, respectively. In the second column,'S' denotes small, 'L' large, and '0' a prime interval. See Section 3.1 (page 13). . The analyzed data are the overall intensities of pitch classes in the fugues of Bach's WTC II in the recording of Glenn Gould. Correspondence Analysis as a metaphor of high level cognition is applied to project the 24-dimensional pitch class vectors onto a two-dimensional plane, spanned by the two most prominent factors (cf. Section 4.1). These two factors of performed WTC II capture 88.54 % of the variance of the data [Purwins et al., 2004] .
